tax audit advisory

Get to know us!

with clarity on taxation

www.leitnerleitner.com

„LeitnerLeitner provides
comprehensive services in
connection with all tax types.
We perform the analysis and tax
planning of complex transactions,
offer consultancy in the case
of legislative or business
administration changes. A common
feature of our services is the
application of an overall, holistic
approach. Taxation, accounting and
legal tasks are treated by us as a
complete system.”
Judit Jancsa-Pék, Márta Siklós, dr. Nóra Rácz
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expertise
without borders

LeitnerLeitner is one of the most influential tax consulting, accounting and auditing
groups in Central Europe.
Due to our offices operating in Central Europe, to our extensive cooperation
network, as well as our more than 50 years’ experience and almost 700 expert
staff members, we have deep knowledge on the legal environments of the countries
in the region. Our offices easily navigate in the maze of a country’s tax and legal
systems, and due to the cross-border cooperation of our working groups, there is
a strong division of labour and trust among our colleagues in different countries
such as we were sitting in the same room.
LeitnerLeitner in 2018 joined Taxand, which is a global tax advisory network. By
this we provide our clients with a worldwide coverage through a team that is local
and international at the same time.
* cooperating

partners

beograd
bratislava
budapest
graz
kecskemét
linz
ljubljana
praha
salzburg
sarajevo
wien
zagreb
zürich
sofia*
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„Be aware of the risks and get to
know your opportunities! You may
achieve optimal tax burden with our
advice and avoid penalties by our
preliminary reviews.
With the help of our EU-wide
VAT network, we open a window
to Europe as a whole through
one single contact person.
LeitnerLeitner is a member of the
VAT Expert Group set up by the
European Commission, which is a
further guarantee of our expertise.”
dr. Gellért Menczel-Kiss

If you want to get rid of a former aggressive
tax structure, we outline the best options and
the necessary steps, as well as manage the
transformation process.
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value added tax, EKÁER (Electronic Trade and
Transport Control System)

full scope VAT advisory and administration
VAT health check, VAT optimisation of commercial chains
preliminary evaluation of complex VAT issues
requesting official statements, preparing applications for
conditional tax assessment
VAT registration and full compliance of foreign clients in Hungary
administering VAT refund processes for Hungarian and foreign taxpayers
flat fee „hotline” services: prompt reply by telephone, by e-mail
external VAT training courses
comprehensive advisory services on EKÁER

tax audit advisory service

due diligence prior to the tax audit and corrections
elimination of aggressive tax structures
representation during tax audits
legal remedy and appeal against tax authority findings
tax experts’ assistance in judicial proceedings
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tax advisory services

Penalties arising from mistakes in value added
tax may have an adverse effect on the budget
of corporations, especially in a member state
that applies the European Union’s highest VAT
rate. It is therefore important for clients to
properly assess their transactions and review
the VAT treatment of their businesses regularly.
In LeitnerLeitner’s staff you find an excellent
partner in addressing all your VAT issues. We
devote special attention to the EKÁER system,
too. Having contacts in all EU member states,
we are able to provide help in VAT matters
everywhere.

tax audit advisory services

As a result of international information exchange,
tax audits are becoming more and more
sophisticated, efficient and effective in Hungary
too. We are for your help in preparing for a tax
audit as well as represent your company during
the procedure. By assigning us to conduct the
tax audit in our offices, you may avoid putting an
additional burden on your staff and rest assured
that the authority investigation process is in
competent hands with us. We are at your help in
remedial procedures, in preparing statements and
appeals, and also offer our experts’ assistance in
judicial proceedings.
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local and international value
added taxation, EKÁER
(Electronic Trade and
04 Transport Control System)

„Are you planning to make an
investment, or a staff increase, are
you conducting R&D activities?
It is important for us that all our
clients find the optimal tax and
administrative burdens; therefore,
we are of your help to explore
the options that best suit the
company’s characteristics.”
Péter Balázs
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comprehensive advisory services, preparing tax
calculations and tax returns, tax review
planning corporate tax regarding tax allowances
and incentives consultancy
administration regarding development tax incentives
and state subsidies
advisory services in international corporate structures

advisory services regarding employees,
expatriates, transnational postings
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	consultancy in the fields of personal income tax,
social security taxes and contributions
	development of special incentive systems,
management of stock options
	consultation on stock exchange and other securities transactions
	labour consulting services
	administration regarding permits, registrations of expatriates
	tax planning and consultancy regarding employees
in special situation
	preparing tax returns for private individuals with
international relations
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tax advisory services
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corporate taxation, tax allowances

corporate taxation, tax allowances

In addition to performing the general tasks relating
to our clients’ corporate taxation and administration,
we place great emphasis on the maximum utilisation
of the available allowanc es. We prepare and
review annual corporate tax returns, draw up our
clients’ long-term tax optimisation calculations by
harmonising the Hungarian and foreign regulations.

taxation for employees, expatriates
and individuals posted abroad

If you want to gain the loyalty of your employees
and enhance their commitment towards the company
with a cost-effective remuneration scheme, it is
worth involving LeitnerLeitner’s experienced staff
to plan the incentive system.

You can depend on us when managing the
issues related to foreign individuals and
expatriates in Hungary and Hungarians’
posted abroad. LeitnerLeitner is ready
to help its clients with comprehensive
tax and social security consultancy and
administration. We take care of residence
and work permits, obtain A1 certificates for
posted employees, prepare and submit tax
returns.
Do not hesitate to contact us with your
labour-related questions. We find the proper
engagement solution that is adequate
for both par ties, draw up the necessary
sample documents. In specific cases, such
as the termination of employment, we
provide assurance for a smooth procedure,
and also prepare your company for labour
inspections.
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„LeitnerLeitner is ready
to help its clients with the
increasingly complex transfer
pricing, and surtaxes requiring
specific knowledge!”

transfer pricing related services

In April 2018, LeitnerLeitner organized the more
and more complicated and highly risky transfer
pricing services into a separate business line,
which is led by a colleague who was the head
of the Transfer Pricing Depar tment of the
Hungarian Tax Authority previously. With this
reorganization we would like to ensure that our
group clients are preparing impeccable transfer
pricing documentations, their profitabilit y
calculations are suppor ted by value chain,
function and risk analyses. Also, along with
database rendering and comparative analyses,
we support compliance with the new three-tier
transfer pricing documentation obligations.

There are currently more than 55 different tax
types in the Hungarian tax system with their
number growing rather than decreasing year by
year. Fortunately, our experts easily find their
way through this maze and may help you get
out of it.

If you want your colleagues be prapered for
the constantly changing regulations or for the
handling of complicated matters, we are ready
to organise training matching your needs. Our
ex ternal training courses of fer tailor-made
solutions for individuals/companies/problems
in each and every tax type and in the area of
accounting.
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external training

	preparing, reviewing, updating transfer pricing documentations
	preparation or localization of the new type, three-tier documentation
	APA procedure: preparation of the requests, representation in the advanced
pricing agreement procedure in front of the Hungarian tax authorities
	MAP procedure: representation before the foreign authorities in the
mutual agreement procedure of related companies
	CbCR: country by country reporting advisory services
	representation in Transfer Pricing Audits and remedy procedures
	planning of intercompany transfer pricing structures,
preparation and introduction of policies

sector-specific and other taxes

	environmental product fee, public health product fee
	food supply chain supervision fee, duties
	local business tax and other local taxes
	advertisement tax
	innovation contribution
	other sector specific taxes

external training for every tax type
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tax advisory services

sector-specific and other taxes
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transfer pricing service line
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Ágnes Fotiadi

„Accounting in a holistic approach:
We not only record data, but also
proactively draw the attention
of our clients to the options and
problems. If necessary, our tax
experts are also involved.”
Veronika Kálmán, László György Király

accounting
L
L L
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payroll accounting and labour consulting
services
L

	comprehensive payroll accounting and payroll-related
administration, preparing and submitting returns
	services related to the transfer of wages and salaries and public dues
	services at social security disbursement units
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accounting
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comprehensive accounting services in accordance with
the Hungarian regulations
	preparing IFRS accounting and financial statements
	converting Hungarian financial statements into IFRS financial
statements
	control of accounting performed abroad within the group (SSC)
	ensuring on-site accountant and IFRS expert
	preparing accounting policies and other accounting regulations
	management information, business analyses, comparison of plans
and facts
	tasks related to invoicing and business administration systems
	IFRS accounting and advisory on conversations
	external accounting training

accounting

A good accountant is accurate, reliable, but his/
her work does not end with recording accounting
documents and preparing tax returns and annual
reports. Our accountants see beyond their daily
tasks, and in addition to detecting problems, they
also come up with possible solutions, if necessary, by involving tax advisors and lawyers to
find the best solutions. We can carry out comprehensive accounting for you (in SAP, Oracle,
Navision systems) in our office or, if so requested,
at the headquarters of your company. If you want
your accounting reviewed regularly, we are ready
to do it for you.
LeitnerLeitner’s experienced, multilingual colleagues navigate easily both in the maze of national rules and international accounting systems
(IFRS, US GAAP). We can also provide assistance
in the conversion to IFRS. On request, we may

support you in making your integrated business
administration systems compliant with the national regulations. We review and prepare your
accounting policies, textual system of accounts
and cash management regulations.
We know that often even the interpretation of
changes and the implementation of new regulations may pose difficulty. Therefore, we provide
targeted, cost and time effective, tailor-made
training for your employees to suit the characteristics of your company.

payroll accounting

To perform their job, payroll accountants are
required to have thorough background knowledge and to keep such information confidential.
Payroll accounting by an external firm may help
avoid wage tensions. We offer our major clients
services at the social security disbursement unit.
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„An audit is an opportunity
for development rather than
a mere administrative burden.
LeitnerLeitner’s auditors make
constructive proposals that your
company may take advantage of in
the long run.”
Veronika Tamás

We are prepared to per form the audit of
transformation processes – merger, fusion, spin-off,
demerger, dissolution, establishment of subsidiaries,
exchanges of assets, shares. If so requested, we
manage the whole transformation process. If
your company is dissolved, we can assist you as a
liquidator with consulting services in dissolution.

L L

	audit according to Hungarian standards (HAS)
	audit according to international standards
(IFRS, US GAAP, HB I., HB II.) and conversion
consolidation
IFRS
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audit in special situations of
companies – M&A, DD

	tax and financial due diligence
	optimisation of internal control and business processes
	audit of subsidies, control of tax allowances
	transformation (merger, demerger) audit,
consulting services and coordination

audit

The services rendered by our staff with experience
in the area of consolidation are in compliance
with both the national and international auditing
standards.

Beyond traditional Hungarian audit, we also conduct
the audit of special areas, such as audit according
to international standards, and conversion,
consolidation. We also conduct the audit of subsidies
and tax allowances. We devote special attention to
analysing and evaluating the intra-company control
system, to applying an approach conforming to
industry characteristics. Owing to the system-based
approach of our staff, the risks and the areas to be
developed can be mapped.

classic audit

L L
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audit in special situations of
companies

L L L L

classic audit

Our audit services help rationalise business
processes, identify risks and explore unutilised
opportunities. Our experienced staff, who have a
good command of several languages and are well
versed both in Hungarian and international audit
principles, seek flexible solutions always specific
to the given business situation. Beyond traditional
audit according to national standards, we offer
assistance in harmonising the Hungarian reports
with the group reports and in preparing reports
based on IFRS principles. Our reports are prepared
in Hungarian, German and English.

cooperating partners
LeitnerLeitner maintains a close and personal relationship with many recognised and prominent consulting
firms all over the world. This allows us to support our clients with high efficiency in complex matters affecting
more countries. In order that we deliver the best services to our clients, we build on the cooperation of law
firms in issues regarding taxation and corporate law. In case you need help, contact us for recommendation.

Kerschbaum Partner

In Austria, we work together with Kerschbaum
Partner law firm when the involvement of lawyers
is needed to carry out the job.
www.kpra.at

Praxity

your reliable consultants
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Márta Siklós
partner, senior consultant
hungarian and international
taxation, audit, M&A and due
diligence of companies,
accounting and payroll

Judit Jancsa-Pék
partner, senior consultant
hungarian and international
taxation, VAT, tax allowances,
transfer pricing, M&A and
corporate restructuring,
accounting and payroll

dr. Nóra Rácz
partner, senior consultant
hungarian and international taxation,
tax audits, expats, advisory for newly
established companies in all type of
taxes, accounting and payroll

Ágnes Fotiadi
leader of transfer pricing
transfer pricing related service

Péter Balázs
manager
hungarian and international
taxation

dr. Gellért Menczel-Kiss
manager
hungarian and international
taxation

Veronika Kálmán
director of accounting
accounting and payroll

László György Király
head of the kecskemét office
accounting, tax advisory

Veronika Tamás
manager
audit

Praxity is a global alliance of independent tax
advisory and auditing companies. Being a Praxity
member guarantees that we are able to deliver to
our clients the same high-quality auditing and tax
advisory services all over the world.
www.praxity.com

Tascheva & Partner

With a cooperation agreement signed with Tascheva & Partner in 2013, we are able to provide our
clients direct support in another EU member state.
Tascheva & Partner was set up in 1990, and by now
it has become, with its 25 employees, one of the
leading legal and tax advisory companies in Bulgaria.
www.taschevapartner.com

Taxand

In January 2018 LeitnerLeitner has joined the
largest network of tax consultants in the world
called Taxand, which has partners in more than 40
countries and has 2500 tax advisors as members.
Taxand focuses primarily on taxation issues. Members are at the disposal of the clients in areas that
includes HR services, value added taxes and customs, real estate transactions, tax procedures,
transfer pricing, M&A, corporate restructuring
and banking finance.
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tax audit advisory

Márta Siklós
partner, senior consultant
hungarian and international taxation, audit,
M&A and due diligence of companies,
accounting and payroll
t +36 1 279 2930
e marta.siklos@leitnerleitner.com

Judit Jancsa-Pék
partner, senior consultant
hungarian and international taxation, VAT,
tax allowances, transfer pricing, M&A and
corporate restructuring, accounting and payroll
t +36 1 279 2946
e judit.jancsa-pek@leitnerleitner.com

dr. Nóra Rácz
partner, senior consultant
hungarian and international taxation, tax audits,
expats, advisory for newly established companies
in all type of taxes, accounting and payroll
t +36 1 279 2930
e nora.racz@leitnerleitner.com

LeitnerLeitner Budapest
www.leitnerleitner.hu
H 1027 Budapest
Kapás utca 6-12.
Víziváros Office Center A/IV
t +36 1 279 2930
e budapest.office@leitnerleitner.com

September, 2018

LeitnerLeitner Kecskemét
www.leitnerleitner.hu
H 6000 Kecskemét
Munkácsy Mihály utca 19.
t +36 76 884 021
e kecskemet.office@leitnerleitner.com

www.leitnerleitner.com

Subscribe to LeitnerLeitner’s official newsletter!

